
Geometry
Chapter 10
Section 10-6



Vocabulary
Circle

Diameter

Radius

Central 
Angle

Set of all coplanar points equidistant from 
the center point

Segment with endpoints on the circle 
through the center

Segment from the center to a point on the 
circle

Angle whose vertex is the center of the 
circle



Vocabulary Part 2

Arc

Semicircle

Major Arc

Minor Arc

Only a portion of the circle

Arc that is half of a circle

Arc that is larger than a semicircle

Arc that is smaller than a semicircle



Circumference

Arc length

Concentric 
Circles

Vocabulary Part 3

Distance around the entire circle

Distance that is a fraction of the 
circumference

Two or more circles that share the 
same center point.



Circle Diagrams



Minor and Major Arcs

● What are the minor arcs of 
circle A?

● What are the semicircles of 
circle A?

● What are the major arcs of 
circle A that contain point 
S?



Arc Measurement

Measure is not the same as length!!!
Measure is in degrees.



Finding arc measures
ABELI is a regular pentagon. What is the 
measure of AL?

What is the measure of BE ?

What is the measure of AEI ?

360 / 5 = 72
so 72 is the measure of each center angle of the pentagon (ie 
∠AZB)

mAL= 144
mBE = 72
mAEI = 288



Circumference



Finding Circumference
A circle has a radius of 7. Find the circumference.

14π

A circle has a diameter of 9. Find the circumference.

9π



Using Circumference
A car has a turning 
radius of 15 feet. The 
distance between tires 
is 5 feet. Estimate the 
distance each front tire 
travels in one circle 
rotation. 

15π and 10 π



Arc Length

What is the length of an arc whose 
measure is 18o in a circle of radius 2.5?



Arc Length



Arc Length

What is the length of an arc whose 
measure is 18o in a circle of radius 2.5m?

18
360 ·2π·(2.5) = .25π m

or
.7854m 



Homework
Pages 654 - 655
# 10 - 26 even, 30 - 35 all


